Words with EE and EA

The long e sound (/e/) can be spelled with the letters ea or ee.

Words with /e/ spelled ee: see, bee, seed
Words with /e/ spelled ea: each, heat, tea

Write a long e word to complete each sentence below. There's a clue to help you after each sentence.

1. May I have a cookie, ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ? (pl--se)

2. It's almost time to ____ ____ ____ lunch. (---t)

3. There are two cars parked in the ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ . (str---t)

4. It's so nice to ____ ____ ____ ____ you. (m--t)

5. We like to keep our bedroom nice and ____ ____ ____ ____ . (n--t)

6. There's a ____ ____ ____ ____ growing in my flower garden. (w--d)

7. At the supermarket, I bought a nice, ripe ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ . (p--ch)

8. The captain will ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ the boat into the harbor. (s--r)
ANSWER KEY

Words with EE and EA

The long e sound (/ē/) can be spelled with the letters ea or ee.

Words with /ē/ spelled ee: see, bee, seed
Words with /ē/ spelled ea: each, heat, tea

Write a long e word to complete each sentence below. There’s a clue to help you after each sentence.

1. May I have a cookie, please? ( p l - - s e )

2. It’s almost time to eat lunch. ( - - t )

3. There are two cars parked in the street. ( str - - t )

4. It’s so nice to meet you. ( m - - t )

5. We like to keep our bedroom nice and neat. ( n - - t )

6. There’s a weed growing in my flower garden. ( w - - d )

7. At the supermarket, I bought a nice, ripe peach. ( p - - c h )

8. The captain will steer the boat into the harbor. ( s t - - r )
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